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WE’RE ON YOUTUBE!
We know that people learn and digest 

information in different ways, and we’re 
keen to cater for all learning styles. We also 

know not everybody has the time to read 
our magazines, so we decided to create 

information that can be accessed on the go.
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Hello everybody! It gives us great pleasure to 
welcome you to the September Issue of the Careers 
UK Magazine.
Our goal is to be your go-to place for career-related 
advice. Our aim is to guide you through each step of 
your career development and job-hunting journey.
We intend to be the best career information hub with 
a great job-hunting platform and a great easy-to-
read magazine that is freely available to everyone. 
We’d love to hear from you on social media if you 
have any feedback or enquiries.  
We’d love to hear from you on social media if you 
have any feedback or enquiries!

EDITORIAL POLICY:
The views, comments, statements and opinions are 
not necessarily those of Careers UK. Careers UK 
will accept no responsibility for any loss incurred by 
any person or organisation as a result of using any 
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Summer is over, and it’s time to start thinking about going back to 
school. For some, it's a very exciting time. For others, however, it can 
feel very stressful. There are lots of things to do if you want to ensure a 
great first day at school.

Preparing for school usually starts in the last couple of weeks before classes, but the 
entire summer should be used as a way to prepare yourself for the year ahead. Getting 
enough rest and adopting a good attitude will all work towards making sure your first 
day runs as smoothly as it can.

SPECIAL FEATURES
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Get back into your sleep routine. 
To help eradicate those stressful school mornings, set up a regular bedtime. Begin your 
usual school sleep routine about a week or so before school starts.

Stay organised
Get your school bag and uniform ready the night before so you’re all organised for the 
morning and don’t need to rush. Make sure to get good quality school supplies and study 
essentials.

Set goals for yourself that will help you to stay motivated
There is nothing like a goal to get yourself motivated. Whether it’s a short-term goal or 
a long-term goal, the act of setting your goals and writing them down is the best way to 
remember why you’re doing something.

Stay focused
It's important to focus for academic success. If you're struggling to focus in class, work 
on getting in work mode before class.

Create a timetable
Learn how to follow a timetable so you don’t miss any important deadlines. Staying 
ahead of projects, presentations and exams lets you balance your school work with your 
social activities.

Be disciplined and responsible
It may be easy to think that transitioning back to school will come within time, but you 
have to understand that only you can make it a smooth transition.

Establish a routine
Make a habit of homework, early nights and early mornings. It is normal to feel 
overwhelmed. Ask parents, friends, and teachers to help you with your routine if you 
don’t know where to start.

Avoid distractions
Getting good grades in school is really important. You want to learn everything you 
can to help you become a successful adult. However, some people don’t share your 
enthusiasm for school and will unknowingly distract you from your studies. Learn to 
maintain focus no matter what so you can get the most out of your education.

Here is a list of things you can do to help prepare yourself for the school year.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
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FRIENDSHIP

MONTH

Friendship Month is all about highlighting 
the importance of friendship and 
celebrating what it can do for us.

It involves spending time with your friends and 
appreciating them, or reaching out to make 
new friends or get back in touch with old ones. 
You’re never too old to make friends.

History of Friendship Month
It all started with the people at Oddfellows, 
who came up with the idea of Friendship 
Month to bring people together in an effort 
to help beat loneliness by kicking off new 
friendships. It continues to thrive which is no 
surprise when you consider just how important 
these social ties are to all of us. It's been 
going strong for 10 years now.

Tips on making friends
• Make yourself available - if you want to make 
friends, you need to put yourself out there to 
meet people.
• Join an organisation or club - this is a great 
way to find other people who have similar 
interests to you.
• Volunteer - volunteering is a good way to 
meet others and give back to the community. 
By working together, you build bonds with 
people.
• Connect with people you already know - 
chances are, you already know a few people 
who you could make more effort with. It 
happens to all of us, life gets busy. Consider 
trying to get to know your co-workers, 
classmates, or even people in your social 
media network.
• Make eye contact and smile - if you don’t 
come off as a friendly and welcoming person, 
people are less likely to approach you.

Meeting new people can be overwhelming, 
but with a willingness to step outside your 
comfort zone you can easily make friends. 
Start by putting yourself out there and look for 
places to socialise. Once you meet someone 
new, take some time to get to know them and 
make sure you put the effort into keeping the 
friendship going. As they say, a stranger is a 
friend you haven’t met yet!

“A LOT OF THINGS CHANGE IN LIFE, 
BUT ONE THING THAT NEVER LOSES 

ITS IMPORTANCE IS FRIENDSHIP”

Page 6 • www.careersuk.org 
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MONTH
“A LOT OF THINGS CHANGE IN LIFE, 
BUT ONE THING THAT NEVER LOSES 

ITS IMPORTANCE IS FRIENDSHIP”
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Neurodiversity
Showcasing your talents and maximizing your chances of success.

What is Neurodiversity?

About 1 in 8 people are thought to be Neurodiverse (ND). 
 
This term has been gaining traction more recently as some terms like ‘specific learning difficulties’ and ‘hidden 
impairments’ seem to have a greater focus on what people can’t do instead of showcasing talent and ability.

International companies are seeing the real benefits of hiring Neurodiverse talents such as Hewlett Packard 
Enterprise, Microsoft, JPMorgan Chase and even GCHQ where the spies are trained! 

Many successful and famous people are also standing up and telling their stories of success from all walks 
of society including Richard Branson, Greta Thunberg, Mark Ruffalo, Carol Greider, Whoopi Goldberg, Chris 
Packham, Michael Phelps, Daniel Radcliffe, Keira Knightley, will.i.am, Temple Grandin, Simone Biles, and 
Anne Hegarty.

Conditions under the Neurodiversity umbrella include:

Dyslexia (Reading, spelling and writing challenges) 

Dyscalculia (Maths challenges)

Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD)

Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) or Condition – including Asperger’s syndrome 

Developmental Co-ordination Disorder (also known as Dyspraxia) - (Coordination challenges)

Developmental Language Disorders (Speaking, listening, understanding and communicating 
challenges)

Tic disorders including Tourette’s syndrome

SPECIAL FEATURES
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In reality, these conditions often overlap with one 
another. Every person has a unique pattern of both 
strengths and challenges. Two people with dyslexia 
for example will have different patterns of strengths 
and challenges. You may find spelling difficult but 
somebody else may find reading information quickly 
is difficult to do.

Being Neurodiverse

If you are leaving school, the potential college, 
training provider, university or employer may assume 
that you will tell them that you are Neurodiverse. 
Everyone feels confident telling the organisation they 
have one condition such as Dyslexia or even more 
than one condition. 

There may be different reasons why you don’t 
want to tell people. This may be because you have 
had negative past experiences in school such 
as not having much help or recognition of your 
challenges or you are not so sure about how to 
tell someone positively about yourself. If you are a 
girl, you may have missed out even more in being 
diagnosed with ADHD or Autism Spectrum Condition. 
Historically, assessment processes may have viewed 
Neurodiversity through a more ‘male lens’ in term of its 
presentation and not recognised what it is like for girls.

Tips to help showcase your ND talents:
• Understand your ND profile so you can discuss 

your strengths and be able to tell others clearly 

what your challenges are and what help you may 
need.

• Prepare your CV and/or UCAS application with 
examples of what you have achieved and focus on 
your strengths.  

• If you have an interview with an employer, college, 
training provider or university, ask for information 
about the interview processes before the interview 
so you can be fully prepared. Remember to ask if 
a task may be part of the process and if necessary, 
discuss appropriate adjustments such as having 
extra time or being able to use a computer.

• If you are worried about remembering information, 
take notes and a copy of your application form with 
you to the interview. The process should not be 
about testing your memory!

• Become knowledgeable about your support needs. 
If going into employment, contact Access to Work 
for advice and a workplace assessment (www.
neurodiversityemployment.org.uk).

• In college, university or the workplace discuss your 
preferred means of communication (having key 
information written down or emailed to you) with 
your lecturer or line manager so you are sure of 
work priorities.
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About the author

Professor Amanda Kirby (https://www.linkedin.com/in/
profamandakirby/) is the CEO of Do-IT Solutions. She is an 
internationally recognised expert in the field of Neurodiversity with 
more than 25 years research and clinical experience and has 
personal experiences of being Neurodiverse. She is a parent of 
fabulous children who are neurodivergent!

Do-IT Solutions are a tech-for-good company unique screening 
tools for companies to help support people with Neurodiversity. 
This includes the innovative ND-App- designed to provide a 
personal picture of strengths and challenges and deliver practical 
strategies dependent on your profile.

ADVERTISEMENT
www.doitprofiler.com

SPECIAL FEATURES
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ADVERTISEMENT

OXFORD
5 OCTOBER

 19 OCTOBER
16 NOVEMBER

SWINDON
12 OCTOBER

 23 NOVEMBER

NEVER 
STOP

EXPLORING
OPEN DAYS 2019 

#ThisIsBrookes                                                        

Book an open day:
www.brookes.ac.uk/open-day
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WHAT IS FRESHERS WEEK?
The first week at university is called ‘Freshers Week’ and is packed with new places, new 
activities and new faces. Freshers' week is an exciting opportunity to ease into student life while 
you meet new people and learn more about your university.

Your first few days as a student can be 
overwhelming. Often, you've moved away 
from home and don't have your usual support 
network of friends and family around you. 
Although it may seem daunting, you'll keep 
your head above water and get the most out 
of freshers' week by throwing yourself into 
everything it has to offer.  Getting out of your 
comfort zone can open so many doors for you.

Freshers' week is an incredibly busy time, 
filled with a mix of social events, fairs and 
important administrative tasks to complete. 
The opportunity to get to know your university 
and make new friends without the pressure of 
lectures and deadlines is too good to miss.

Freshers Week 2019: Sat, 7 Sep 2019 – 
Sun, 15 Sep 2019

ADVERTISEMENT
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MAKING THE MOST OF 
FRESHERS WEEK
Registration
While there will be several meetings scheduled during 
freshers' week, the most important is registration.

Registration is usually split into two parts - online 
registration, which can be completed from home before you 
move, and collection of your ID card from campus. You'll be sent 
a list of which documents you'll need for each stage of the registration 
process by your university.

Make time to complete other practical tasks while you're free of the responsibility of lectures - 
wise up on where your library, lecture buildings and students' union are, as well as your local 
food shops and launderette (if your accommodation doesn't provide washing facilities).
 
Freshers' fair
Grasp the chance to immerse yourself in a day of taster sessions, where you could discover new 
interests. Clubs, societies, external businesses and your students' union are among the many 
stalls at any freshers' fair, inviting you to register your interest in their services and collect pens, 
USB sticks and keyrings.

Join societies and clubs
Signing up to a society during freshers week is a great way to meet people and connect with 
those who share the same passion as you. Joining a group can have a positive impact on your 
student life, which will benefit your personal development and employment prospects as well as 
boosting your social life. 

It's also a good idea to take a break from your partying during the week. There will be events 
planned for every single night, but don't feel you have to attend them all. Spend a night in getting 
to know your housemates and finishing your unpacking. You'll have more fun the following night 
if you take time to recover.
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of your drink is an easy way to prevent spiking, or keep a 
hold of it. You could always buy drug-testing strips online, 
so if you suspect that your drink has been spiked, you can 
test it.

DON’T FEEL PRESSURED

Everyone arrives at university wanting to make a good 
impression, get along with others and fit in, but if you don’t 
want to do something others are doing, just say no.

STAY CHARGED UP!

It’s vital that you take a charged mobile phone out with 
you so that if you need to, you have a way to contact your 
friends or call a taxi.

DON’T GIVE OUT PERSONAL 

INFORMATION

Be sensible and limit the amount of information you give 
out.  

STAYING 
SAFE DURING 
FRESHERS’ WEEK

STRENGTH IN NUMBERS

Avoid going out alone, especially at night, and only use 
licensed taxis. If you do have to go out alone, swap 
phone numbers with your house-mates, just in case of an 
emergency.

KNOW YOUR ALCOHOL LIMITS

If you plan on exploring what your chosen city has to offer, 
you should be aware of your alcohol limits. You don’t want 
to spoil your experience of freshers’ by going over the top, 
as well as your flatmates’! Keep in mind that this is a week 
to have fun, but don’t let yourself get too carried away.

NEVER LEAVE YOUR DRINKS 

UNATTENDED

Whilst bars and clubs are very cautious when it comes to 
spiking, it’s sensible to keep an eye on your drinks during 
a night out. Placing a coaster or a bottle stopper on top 

Ask any student what the best part of freshers’ week is, and most will tell you it’s the 
night-life. Whatever you’re in the mood for, there’ll always be a night to match your 
tastes. The new-found freedom of being independent and away from home, without the 
pressure to study yet means there’s nothing to stop you from enjoying yourself.

Freshers’ week can be a lot of fun, but it can also be a time to keep your wits about you. 

SPECIAL FEATURES
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While some students sail through freshers’ week, others will find adjusting to university life 
more difficult. If that’s you, just know that you aren’t the only one experiencing homesickness 
or feeling anxious. It can be a stressful time if you don’t make immediate connections with 
your flatmates or you see others making friends easier. There’s still plenty of time! A lot of 
people don’t find a social circle they enjoy being a part of until the second year.

ADVERTISEMENT
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FROM  BRADFORD TO

Iki Ikram
In the world of video games, one Visual Effects Artist, Mohammed Ikram (known 
in the industry as Iki Ikram), tells his story of how he went from being a level 1 
noob to an MVP 5-star game. 

When I was 10 years old, I vividly remember sitting in the middle of the 

front row at the Odeon 2 cinema in Bradford. I wasn’t quite sure what to 

expect from the cinema let alone the movie I was about to see. This was 

my first ever visit alone to the movies and it would make me fall in love 

with the magic of cinema forever and shape my future career. It was 

1977 and the film I was there to see was Star Wars.

After seeing the movie, I went home with a very clear idea of what my 

goal would be. I wanted to recreate those images and emotions. So here 

I am sitting at my work desk in 2019 in sunny Santa Monica, California.

My career as a Visual Effects Artist spans as far back as when I was 

14. This was the year that I bought my first basic home computer, the 

Dragon 32k. As soon as I got the computer, I started to play and make 

games.

When I turned 18, I went to Bradford College where I studied Graphic 

Design. It was my first introduction to an Apple computer and 

Photoshop. After a further stretch of higher education at Southampton 

Institute of Higher Education, I landed my first job in the games industry. 

It was only at a small company in an out of town place, but it was the 

perfect springboard to launch me into Psygnosis which, at the time, 

was one of the most recognised and respected game companies in the 

world. Psygnosis was acquired by Sony Computer Entertainment and 

I remained an artist there for over 13 years. In the time I was there I 

worked on a handful of games, some never saw the light of day, others 

SPECIAL FEATURES
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FROM  BRADFORD TO

were released to some success, but one or two 

met huge critical and financial success.

One of these success stories was when I was 

loaned out to Gtuerrilla Games in Amsterdam to 

work on a game called Killzone 2. The game drew 

a lot of attention and I started to get calls. I was 

approached by many companies but two of them 

really stood out. LucasArts and Naughty Dog. I 

flew into San Francisco to the LucasFilm campus. I 

was given a grand tour of all things Star Wars and 

all I could do was smile. 

Three months went by and I had heard nothing 

from LucasArts, but I was already on a plane to 

meet the people at Naughty Dog in Santa Monica. 

My interview at Naughty Dog was incredibly 

gruelling. I had to do a test before I was invited 

for an interview and when I got there, they tested 

me more. I really loved what they were doing, 

and I was very excited about their approach to 

developing games. They offered me the job at the 

end of the day, and I accepted it on the spot.

I returned on Monday from Santa Monica to 

London and that is when I received an email from 

LucasArts to say that they would like to make me 

an offer. The opportunity to work in the place I 

had always dreamed of since I was 10 years old 

was right at my fingertips. However, I turned the 

offer down as I felt like Naughty Dog was the 

place for me. This was one of the best decisions I 

have ever made in my life.

I worked at Naughty Dog for just under a decade. 

In that time I had worked on two critically 

acclaimed games. I had also won, as part of 

a team, the Visual Effects Society’s award for 

Outstanding Visual Effects in a Real-Time Project.  

These games are regarded as the best games of 

all time in hundreds of publications and awards 

ceremonies. 

Today I work at Beyond-FX, a small but rapidly 

growing company.  It is a Visual Effects studio that 

caters to Real-Time Visual Effects projects (video 

games, Installations and the movie industry).  Our 

clients are based all around the world and range 

from small Indie developers to large AAA studios 

making blockbuster games.

So the boy from Manningham who dreamt big 

finally made it happen.  The truth is, I just kept 

striving and pushing wherever I was working.  

Whether it was a pot-washer in a kitchen, sticking 

samples to magazines in a warehouse, selling suits 

in a department store or even a waiter/barman.  

I loved all of them because I knew my goal and 

where I wanted to be.
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GCSE and A-Level exams are finally over, and the results are in, so now is the time 

to buy your loved one a gift for all the hard work they have done over the past year. 

Whether it’s a chocolate hamper or a bespoke piece of jewellery, gifts are great 

for showing how proud you are of someone. Here is a selection of some amazing 

presents that you could give to loved ones for doing an excellent job with their 

GCSEs and A-Levels. 

You can also find these gifts on the Careers UK website, under the Gift Ideas tab. 

THE EVERYTHING CHOCOLATE HAMPER – £24.95

This hamper oozes with chocolatey goodness and is perfect for having a 
quick treat that doesn’t have to be shared with anyone! 

The product includes: 
• Rocky Road Slab Selector 
• Chocolate Brownie Selector 
• Salted Caramel Chocolate Puddles 
• Duo of Eaton Mess and Pecan Praline 

PERSONALISED TIN OF BISCUITS – £14.95

A beautifully designed biscuit tin with the chance to personalise it with your 
own little message. The front of the tin has “You are one smart cookie” 
printed on it, but there’s space on the back of it for a message of your 
choice.

This product includes:
• 200g x chocolate biscuits 
• 150g x shortbread 

PERSONALISED ROSE GOLD BRACELET WITH 
CIRCULAR PENDANT – £29.99

This gorgeous rose gold bracelet would make the perfect gift for any 
jewellery-loving person. You can engrave a set of initials onto the circle 
pendant to make the piece more personal.

SPECIAL FEATURES

CONGRATULATION
GIFTS
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PERSONALISED BLACK LEATHER WATCH - £79.95  

This striking black watch with a classic face design allows the buyer to 
personalise it with a message. It also comes with a leather strap protector 
and gift box. The strap is made from genuine leather and features stainless 
steel.  

Personalisation:
• Message Line 1 and 5 - 8 Characters
• Message Line 2 and 4 - 10 Characters
• Message Line 3 - 13 Characters

ENGRAVED PEN AND CASE - £39.95

Get your loved one a personalised pen and case today! This beautiful, 
chrome-covered pen comes with its own pen case so that you won’t lose 
your pen ever again. It can also be engraved with a message of your choice 
in a lovely script font.

Features of this product:
• Personalise the lid with a message of up to 78 characters

PERSONALISED NAME NECKLACE - £94.95

This wonderful piece of jewellery is definitely a statement piece. Just hand 
over a name and it will be turned into a necklace! 

Features of the product:
• 9ct yellow gold 
• 9ct rose gold 
• Name on the necklace (max. 10 characters) 

SUSHI MAKING WORKSHOP WITH YO! – £30

Learn to make mouth-watering sushi with YO! at one of their many 
restaurants. Sushi such as maki, nigiri and nori will no longer be just sushi 
you buy, now you can have the knowledge to make it yourself at home! 

What’s included?

• 1.5-hour sushi making experience (maybe longer depending on class 
size)

• Introduction and briefing
• Sushi-making workshop run by an experienced YO! sushi chef, as part 

of a group
• All of the sushi you prepare is yours to enjoy
• Sushi rolling mat and ‘how to’ booklet is yours to take home

FOR MORE GIFT IDEAS, VISIT  WWW.CAREERSUK.ORG/GIFTS
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MAKING THE JUMP FROM 
GCSES TO A-LEVELS
Making the transition from GCSE to A-Level can be challenging, so here are 
some tips to help you make the jump.

MENTALLY PREPARE YOURSELF

BE ORGANISED

USE YOUR STUDY PERIODS WISELY

This big jump will be mentally challenging. Be prepared to take on the new challenges and 
opportunities that you will face and know that there will be major changes to the way you study 
and understand that this is an opportunity personal and mental growth for you.

Organisation and preparation is crucial to successfully transitioning from GCSE to A-Level. Make 
a list of all the things you need to do to help you stay organised. Always make sure you keep all 
your notes tidy, be aware of deadlines, and have all the study essentials you need with you.

When you suddenly get the freedom of study periods, it can be very tempting to use them as a very 
attractive social opportunity. Your study periods are there for you to study, they are not an opportunity 
for you to socialise. These are irreplaceable periods for catching up with study and revision.

20 www.careersuk.org

NEXT STEPS
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EXPECT CHANGES

You will find that your classes will be smaller than you have been used to. You will be studying 
fewer subjects, so make sure to choose the topics you enjoy and will find interesting. Despite 
studying fewer subjects, the content is significantly greater, so you will need to be fully engaged. 

Ask teachers and advisers about the workload of the subjects. You may find it helpful to look at 
course syllabuses/specifications which set out what you will study and what you will be expected 
to learn.

A-Level students have their hands held far less than GCSE students, and to a large extent are 
expected to organise themselves and their learning, read around their subjects to make sure they 
understand a topic and exercise more self-discipline. 

If you are finding it difficult to cope with transitioning from GCSEs to A-Levels, finding a topic 
tough or haven’t understood a particular lesson, talk to your teacher for help and guidance. 

You need to be prepared for a big life-shift coming your way. Be open to the changes that this shift 
will cause and be ready to embrace the challenge and opportunities that this step up presents.

21AUGUST |  STUDENT EDITION
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driving test
pass your

with flying colours

25 800m

That sweet taste of freedom is within reaching distance, if you can 
just get through the next 40 minutes safely. 

So you set off from the test centre, speeding your way down a 
country lane, only to end up at a two-lane roundabout that you’re not 
familiar with. The examiner asks you to come off at the second exit 
– straight ahead – so you make your way into the left-hand lane. You 
prepare to merge onto the roundabout off, but wait, what does that 
sign say? Left lane for first exit only…? 

Oh no! You’re in the wrong lane!

You feel the panic start to bubble up inside of you. Blood rushes to 
your head. What do you do?! 

You sit there racking your brains trying to find a solution. You 
hesitate, just in case you choose to do the wrong thing. After what 
feels like an eternity, the examiner speaks up and tells you what to 
do. 

The relief washes over you as you make your way off of the 
roundabout and back to the test centre, but that feeling doesn’t last 
for long. Your heart drops when you hear the results of your test.

Fail. 
It’s incredibly frustrating when you fail a driving test, particularly 
when you pay for them. Take a look at the tips we’ve collected on the 
next page.

NEXT STEPS
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Practice Makes Perfect 
You should already know that you need to practice before taking a test, but quite a few 
people like to think they’re ready after a handful of lessons. This is not the way to go! 
Yes, you may be able to operate a car after a few lessons, but that doesn’t mean you 
know the rules of the road. You also need to be capable of forward and reverse hill-
starts and manoeuvres such as three-point turns and bay parking are all things that 
you need to be able to demonstrate during your test. The DVLA recommend 44 hours 
practice with a driving instructor and 22 hours with family or friends.

 
Show Me, Tell Me
During your test, you’re likely to be asked two questions: one of which will be a ‘show 
me’ question, and the other will be a ‘tell me’ question. On the DVLA website, there’s 
a list of potential questions, where you can find 14 ‘tell me’ questions and 7 ‘show me’ 
questions – you should memorise these and figure out all the answers to them before 
you take the test. Just before the test, you could run through them with a friend or 
family member. If you have access to a car, it would also be a good idea to open up the 
bonnet and have a look inside it. There’s also a good chance the examiner will ask you 
to open the bonnet and show you where a certain part is.

Use Your Instructors Car
Choosing to take your driving test in your instructors car should mean you feel 
comfortable and already know the ropes. It should also be kitted out correctly; for 
example, examiners could fail you if they see that the car doesn’t have enough air in 
the tires. It’s important that you feel as comfortable as possible!

Not Every Error is a Major
Unless you’re incredibly lucky and an excellent driver, you’re going to get minors in 
your test. It can be scary to see the examiner writing things down during the test, but 
avoid panicking if you do! A lot of the time, they’re only writing things down so they 
remember what they’ve asked you to do... Focus on the driving! The more you dwell 
on small, worrying moments, the more likely you are to become an anxious driver and 
make bigger mistakes. 

Exaggerate Those Mirror Checks 
In the real world of driving, you don’t have to turn your head to look into your mirrors, 
all you really need to do is have a quick glance. However, the examiner must see 
that you are using your mirrors, so you need to make sure that you exaggerate your 
checks. Remember that every time you signal to go left or right, you need to check the 
rear-view mirror and then either the left of right-wing mirror depending on which way 
you are turning. When you have completed the turn, check the rear-view mirror again. 
You should know to check your rear-view mirror every 6 seconds. It’s incredibly easy 
to forget to check your mirrors, but you only have three chances in the observation 
section; if you make any more than that, you will receive a major and fail.
 
Remember to stay calm and stay focused. Don’t allow yourself to become distracted. 
Be yourself and drive naturally. The 40 minutes really will fly, so try not to worry about 
it too much beforehand.
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Once you’ve gained a place at university or college, there’s a lot to put into place before 
starting and this can seem like a daunting task.
 
Read on to find out 6 things you should do before starting university or college, so your 
new student life begins without a hitch.

Arrange your accommodation

Universities and colleges offer different accommodations to suit a variety of needs. First-year 
students usually opt to stay in halls as they are protected by the university or college and it’s 
a great way to meet new people.

Many institutions allocate their halls on a first come, first served basis, so it’s never too early 
to start thinking about your preferences.

Sort out your finances

It is really important to sort out your finances before freshers week.

You'll firstly need to set up a student bank account. Many of the major banks offer these with 
added incentives such as free NUS Extra or 16-25 railcards.

If you're planning on receiving government-funded student finance, you need to get in touch 
with Student Finance to get the ball rolling. Securing student finance is a lengthy process, so 
make this a priority.

Once these measures are in place and you know how much funding you are entitled to, on top 
of any other incomes and earnings, you can budget your day-to-day life accordingly.

Invest in a railcard

With a 16-25 Railcard you can get 1/3 off rail fares to travel across Britain. The Railcard costs 
just £30, or £70 for three years, saving you £20 on the price of three 1-year railcards.

3

1

2

NEXT STEPS
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Get involved in fresher’s week

The welcome week is full of events designed to help you settle into university or college life, 
so make the most of it. University or college is where you'll make friends, so enjoy it and get 
involved in as much as you can. 

Arrange a health check

Arrange a health check with your GP before you leave home to ensure you're starting 
university or college in the best health possible.

Learn to cook

Ask for help with making your favourite meals while you're still at home. There are also 
student cookbooks available in bookshops and online that focus on using simple ingredients 
and cooking on a budget.

Drama and Performing Arts
Film, Media and Communications
Health Professions 
Health Sciences

www.qmu.ac.uk

A university of ideas 
and influence 

We offer a wide range of undergraduate courses in the areas of:

Management
Psychology and Sociology
Teacher Education

If you join QMU in 2020, you’ll become part of a friendly,           
supportive university, based at an innovative campus with easy 
access to Edinburgh, focused on providing you with the skills 
you need for your future career.

Check out our website for more 
information about our courses and 
open day dates.
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It can be a little scary leaving 
home and moving to a new 
place with new people. To 
make the move as smooth 
as possible, it’s worth 
investigating where you could 
be living, and which type of 
accommodation will best suit 
your needs.

Explore the range of student 
accommodation options 
available and decide which is 
right for you.

Discover your options

Choosing where you are going to 
live is an exciting but important 
decision you will make at university 
or college. You can usually start your 
accommodation application process 
once you’ve accepted an offer, but 
check with your university or college 
for details of the process. Here are 
three of the main choices.

Halls of residence

Halls are large flats housing hundreds 
of students, with individual bedrooms 
organised around corridors and a 
shared kitchen. Halls are generally 
located on or near to campus.

They are either managed by the 
university or college or in partnership 
with a private company.

WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW ABOUT 

STUDENT 
ACCOMMODATION

Many universities and colleges 
guarantee a place in halls of 
residence for full-time first year 
students and international 
postgraduates, as long as you meet 
application deadlines. 

However, this varies between 
institutions - for example, you may 
be ineligible if you’ve come through 
Clearing. Halls of residence are a 
popular option among new students 
who are living away from home for the 
first time. 

Living in halls of residence puts you at 
the centre of student life. It’s a great 
way to make friends and become 
involved in social activities.

Private rented 
accommodation

Some students may prefer to live in a 
privately rented house, which usually 
accommodates around four to five 
people.  This is the path followed by 
most students from the second year 
onwards, but also by some first years.
If you need any help, you should get 
in touch with your university or college 
accommodation office, who are able 
to assist. 

Many universities and colleges 
invite you to attend accommodation 
days ahead of the start of term. It’s 
a good idea to view properties you 
are considering before signing up to 
ensure everything’s in order.

There are a few key points to 
remember:

• The rent for private 
accommodation is usually 
cheaper, but you’ll have bills to 
pay.

• You’ll need to be able to budget 
and manage expenses. 

• You’ll need to be comfortable 
getting in touch with your landlord 
or letting agent to sort any issues 
or arrange repairs. Be sure 
to read and understand your 
contract and be aware of your 
rights as a tenant.

Living at Home

For many students, leaving home 
- and the feeling of freedom that it 
brings - is one of the key attractions of 
going to university.

However, if you’ve chosen to study 
locally, staying at home can be a great 
alternative. It will save you money 
on rent and bills and you’ll avoid the 
stress of moving out of the family 
home to live with new people.

Don’t be afraid to contact university  or 
college staff if you have any questions 
on halls or private accommodation.  
It’s never too early to start preparing 
financially. If you intend to live in halls 
or in private accommodation while 
studying, then you should start saving 
up money.

NEXT STEPS
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FIND THE 
RIGHT PLACE 
FOR YOU.

bath.ac.uk/study/ug

Top 10
UK university

The Guardian University 
Guide, 2020

Top 5 
for graduate 

prospects
The Times and Sunday 
Times Good University 

Guide, 2019

UK Government's 
Teaching Excellence 

Framework 

#BelongatBath
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ADJUSTING TO 
UNIVERSITY OR 
COLLEGE LIFE

University life is exciting, but it can 
also be overwhelming. 

Many people start out at university or college thinking they 
are going to make a lot of friends and have a full social life. 
Sometimes that happens, but it can take time, and even 
then, there are still times when people feel lonely.

Having left behind the close support of friends and family, 
it can all seem far more daunting than imagined. For some 
students, feelings of homesickness can occur alongside 
feeling awkward, isolated or on the edge of groups, rather 
than feeling they fully belong.

It is a time of enormous change and readjustment: 
new lifestyles, new study demands and coping with the 
pressures and opportunities of greater independence. 
This can be a challenge even for those who are normally 
confident.

NEXT STEPS
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Stay on top of university or college work
Attend all of your classes and complete your assignments and coursework 
on time.

Devote time to studying
Make sure you get off on the right foot with your course and tutors by 
devoting time to studying. Get ahead with your reading if you can, so that 
you are fully prepared to engage in discussion when attending lectures and 
seminars.

Take some time out to get to know the campus
It’s important to know where things are. Having more knowledge of your 
area will make it easier to cope, as you’ll feel more acquainted with your 
surroundings.

Connect with others
Remember that you’re not alone – others are feeling overwhelmed and 
anxious too. Don’t be afraid to share your feelings and talk to others.

Take some time to make your room look nice
Having a room that feels like home can sometimes be all the difference. Put 
up pictures, hang decorations, put a nice fluffy blanket on your bed - the 
comfier you feel, the better!

Change might seem scary and intimidating at first,  
but don’t worry. Give yourself time to adjust to 
new surroundings.

Remember to get enough sleep, eat well, exercise 
and develop a schedule and identify places and 
times of day for you to study and relax. 

While you work on getting into your new routine, 
feeling like you are on an emotional roller coaster 
is common and expected. It is important to take 
good care of yourself. 

T H E  U N I V E R S I T Y 

B U C K I N G H A M
H O M E  O F  T H E  T W O  Y E A R  D E G R E E

Times Higher Education
metrics ranking 2017

The Complete
University Guide

S A T  5  O C T O B E R ,  1 0 A M – 3 P M
B U C K I N G H AM . A C . U K / O P E N D A Y S

O P E N  D A Y
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Preparing to go to university can be difficult. How do you know which items to take and 
which to leave behind? To help you, here is a university checklist of all the things you 
need to take.

•  Passport or any other form of ID

•  Driver’s License (if you have one)

•  National Insurance card/details

•  University documents: university acceptance letter, course 

acceptance letter, details of accommodation and contract

•  Student Finance documents

•  Bank card and account details

•  Student Discount cards (for example, NUS card or 16-25 railcard)

•  Clothes for all seasons, plus smart wear

•  Shoes for all seasons

•  Slippers/flip-flops

•  Coat/Jacket

•  Casual clothes

•  Nightwear

Important 
Documents

•  Study books

•  Pens, pencils & highlighters

•  Notebooks

•  Ruler and eraser

•  Cello tape

•  Stapler and staples

•  Paperclips

•  Post-it notes

•  Folder

Study 
Essentials

•  Laptop and charger or computer

•  Mobile phone and charger (don’t forget a spare charger)

•  Extension cable

•  Ethernet cable

•  USB memory stick

Electricals

Clothing

NEXT STEPS
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•  Toothbrush & Toothpaste

•  Towel

•  Washbag

•  Deodorant

•  Hair brush

•  Other Personal items

Other toiletries can be purchased from shops/supermarkets near 

university.

•  Duvet, pillow and cases

•  Clothes hangers

•  Laundry basket or bag

•  Desk fan

•  Desk lamp

•  Torch

•  Ear plugs

•  Umbrella

•  Alarm clock

•  Personal prescription medicine

•  Plasters

•  Antiseptic wipes

•  Antiseptic cream

•  Cutlery and chopping board

•  Kettle, toaster, microwave

•  Saucepans and a frying pan

•  Baking tray

•  Measuring jug

•  Glasses and mugs

•  Tin opener

•  Peeler

•  Grater

•  Cling film 

•  Tin foil

•  Tea towels

•  Recipe book (optional)

If you’re living in halls of residence or other shared private 

accommodation, you will most likely have a fully stocked kitchen.

•  Avoid leaving your room unlocked

•  Take out necessary insurance for personal possessions

•  Don’t leave valuable items on view from the outside

Toiletries

Room 
Practicalities 
and Home 
Comforts

Medical 
Supplies

Kitchen 
Equipment

Keeping your 
valuables 
safe
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JOIN A 
SOCIETY

AT UNIVERSITY

University is a lot more than just studying for a degree. 

Your time as a student is a valuable opportunity for you to try new things and get involved 
with clubs and societies. No matter what your interests are, you are sure to find a club or 
society that excites you.

What do university clubs and 
societies offer?

Most universities offer extra-curricular 
opportunities for students to enjoy in 
their spare time. 

Around 180 universities and 
colleges in the UK compete in the 
British Universities and Colleges 
Sport (BUCS) league, which sees 
individuals and teams from across the 
country compete against one another 
in a wide range of events. The sports 
on offer include football, rugby, 
netball, cricket, boxing, climbing and 
gymnastics!

Why should you join clubs or 
societies?

Joining a club or society will have a 
positive impact on your student life. 
Lots of people join up and you are 

bound to meet people who share 
similar interests with you. You could 
see huge benefits from the personal 
development that comes from putting 
yourself out of your comfort zone, as 
well as adding to your employment 
prospects and social network.

If you didn’t have enough already, 
here are some more reasons to take 
the plunge and sign up:

Builds Confidence

For many individuals, confidence is 
something to be worked on. Joining a 
club or society will help you develop 
your confidence and give you great 
interpersonal skills for use in the 
future.

Passion

Quite a few people aren’t too sure 
where their true passions lie – but if 

you try new things, you might just find 
out! It’s okay to not love everything 
you sign up to because just by signing 
up in the first place you are pushing 
yourself to try something new. Don’t 
be disheartened – the next society 
you sign up to could be the hobby for 
you!

Fitness

If you join an active club, you are 
taking steps towards a more active 
lifestyle during your time at university, 
which will benefit both your physical 
and mental health.

Gain Knowledge

In many societies, you’ll have an 
opportunity to learn about topics 
such as health and safety, finance, 
marketing and other aspects of the 
law.

NEXT STEPS
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Stand out from the crowd

Employers are continuously searching for aspects of an 
applicant’s CV or application form that will help set them 
apart from the competition. Becoming involved in a club or 
society, and in particular holding a position of responsibility, 
will really highlight you as a strong candidate.

Participating in a club or society gives you 
a doorway to another side of university 
life – providing you with many opportunities 
to learn, develop and interact with people 
that are not from your course or halls. 

At the same time, you’ll also pick up 
valuable life skills that will make you look 
good on paper.  

From spacefl ight and Quidditch to 
tchoukball and caving – we have over 
300 clubs and societies to make your 
student experience unforgettable.

Book an Open Day and explore a new world 
www.southampton.ac.uk/discover

THIS IS 
YOUR TIME
TO SHINE 

ADVERTISEMENT
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Social anxiety disorder, also known 
as S.A.D. or social phobia, is a long-
lasting and overwhelming fear of social 
situations. It can be very distressing and 
have a negative impact on your life, but 
there are ways to help you cope.

people with s.a.d. may:
• Dread everyday activities, such as starting 

conversations, phone calls or going shopping
• Worry a lot or avoid social activities such as parties, 

group conversations, or going out to eat
• Always worry about doing something that may be 

humiliating or embarrassing
• Have difficulty doing things when others are watching
• Avoid eye contact, have low self-esteem and fear 
• Have panic attacks

ways to overcome social anxiety

Attempt to understand more about your anxiety
Think about what goes through your mind and how you 
behave in certain social situations to help you get a clearer 
idea of the problems you want to tackle.

Face your fears
Many people with social anxiety tend to avoid their fears 
rather than facing up to them. Facing your fears is always 
difficult and requires a lot of bravery and determination, 
but if you want to help overcome your social anxiety, it is 
something you must do.

practice Relaxation techniques
If you struggle to feel comfortable in social situations, 
meditation and exercises like yoga are techniques you can 
use to help you relax.

SOCIAL

ANXIETY

DISORDER
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SOCIAL

ANXIETY

DISORDER

Breathing exercises
Individuals with social anxiety often find themselves in 
situations where their panic gets the better of them and 
they have difficulty breathing. In this situation, one of the 
best ways to regain control and calm your mind is to just 
focus on your breathing.

use Positive affirmations
Instead of engaging in negative thoughts, replace them 
with positive thoughts.

It’s a good idea to see your GP if you think you have 
social anxiety, especially if it’s having a big impact on your 
life. Asking for help can be difficult, but your GP is aware 
that many people struggle with social anxiety and will try 
to put you at ease.

HELPLINES

Anxiety Care UK 
www.anxietycare.org.uk
Helps people to recover from anxiety disorders.

Anxiety UK
www.anxietyuk.org.uk
03444 775 774 (Monday–Friday 9.30am–5.30pm)
Advice and support for people living with anxiety.

British Association for Counselling and 
Psychotherapy
www.bacp.co.uk
01455 883300 
Provides information about counselling and therapy.

 

The National Institute for Health and Care 
Excellence
www.nice.org.uk 
Information and clinical guidelines on recommended 
treatments for different conditions.

No More Panic
www.nomorepanic.co.uk 
Provides information, support and advice for those with 
panic disorder, anxiety, phobias and OCD, including a 
forum and chat room.

No Panic
www.nopanic.org.uk
08449 674848 (10am–10pm) 
Provides a helpline, step-by-step programmes, and 
support for those with anxiety disorders.

Mind
www.mind.org.uk
0300 123 3393 (Monday to Friday, 9am to 6pm)
Promotes the views and needs of people with mental 
health problems.
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CHECK OUT OUR 
LATEST VIDEOS!
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The Lion King

A shot for shot remake of the original, The Lion King 
is mediocre at best. There doesn’t seem to be any 
personality or soul in the film. Instead, Disney has 
just tried to piggyback off of the original animated film 
but haven’t quite captured the personality from that 
either. Although the CGI does look amazing and the 
fur texture looks incredibly realistic, the expression in 
the faces of every animal does not change. Whether 
they are happy, sad, angry or confused, their faces 
looked like they would rather not be there. It is 
understandable that the CGI is supposed to be more 
similar to real animals rather than animated versions, 
but the emotionless expressions made it feel like the 
faces were unreadable. If it wasn’t for the amazing 
voice actors and the range of emotion in their voices, 
the audience would not be able to tell how the 
animals feel. 

Unfortunately, nostalgia sells, and Disney knows this 
so people will flock to the cinema every time a new 
Disney film is released. Whether it be good or bad. 
Overall, the film was filled with no emotion which is 
something that Disney don’t usually do in their films, 
so it was surprising that such an iconic film had none 
of it. The general consensus when everyone left the 
cinema was that “it was okay, but not as good as I 
thought it would be”. 

SCENE

CareersUK presents: Movie Magic 

DIRECTOR

CAMERAMAN
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ENTERTAINMENT
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CareersUK presents: Movie Magic 

The Art of Racing in the Rain

A melodramatic take into the head of a golden 
retriever, The Art of Racing in the Rain is a heartfelt 
story narrated by the philosophical dog, Enzo. Denny 
Swift, Enzo’s owner, is an aspiring Formula One 
driver, through which Enzo has gained a lot of insight 
into the life of humans and how their lives are just like 
racetracks. Enzo tells the story of his life from the day 
he was bought by Denny until the day he struggles to 
get up due to old age. 

Watching a dog talking through the issues of his 
human companions makes for an interesting 
perspective. It gets the audience to think about the 
hardships of life in new perspectives. The film was 
very emotional and was a lovely way to show the 
bond between man and his furry companion, even 
though all the hardships they have to face. The film 
adds emphasis onto the fact that dogs are not just 
pets, they are family members. Although this kind 
of film is not original by any means, it is a wonderful 
movie to watch. Just remember to take the tissues 
with you when you go to see it. 

Fast & Furious Presents:

Hobbs & Shaw

Idris Elba plays a technology enhanced supervillain 
that is out to destroy the world with a virus called 
Snowflake. However, he is being hunted down by two 
secret agents, Hobbs & Shaw. The Rock and Statham 
both do a brilliant job of working together which is 
shown by how much chemistry they both have in the 
film. Their competitiveness along with hurling insults 
at each other actually made the film really funny and 
enjoyable to watch. The films creators specifically 
chose two actors that bat off of each other really well 
so that the film had personality to it. 

However, the Fast & Furious franchise is known for 
its ridiculous action scenes and impossible stunts 
and this film was full of them. For some people, 
stupid stunts are what they love but for others, it can 
be two hours of rolling their eyes at the screen. The 
action scenes are really impressive coupled with the 
amazing CGI but there is a lot of repetition with them. 
Most of the action scenes are punch, kick, camera 
angle change, hurl an insult, bad guy dead and 
repeat. At times, it does feel like a live-action cartoon 
because of how ridiculous it is. Overall, if you don’t 
like action films, then this one is probably not for you, 
but it is a really entertaining watch. 
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PHOTO OF THE MONTH

JAK MOORE

Sheffield
Photo taken at Cannon Brewery, Sheffield
@jakmooree

Enter for your chance to win £50 in Love2Shop 
vouchers by emailing competition@careersuk.org
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PUZZLES AND BRAINTEASERS

1. What is so fragile that saying its name breaks it? 

2. What has hands but can not clap?

3. Which letter of the alphabet has the most water?

4. What word is spelled wrong in every dictionary?

5. What has a neck but no head?

6. I’m full of keys but I can’t open any door. What am I?

7. What is harder to catch the faster you run?

8. What's orange and sounds like a parrot?

9. People need me, but they always give me away. What am I?

10. What tastes better than it smells?

RIDDLES

1. An egg
2. A clock
3. The C
4. Wrong
5. A bottle

11. True
12. True
13. False
14. True
15. False

ZOOM IN FOR ANSWERS

6. A piano
7. Your breath
8. A carrot
9. Money
10. Your tongue

16. True
17. True
18. True
19. False
20. True

True or False:Riddles:

ENTERTAINMENT
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TRUE OR FALSE

MAZE

11. There are more stars in space than grains of 
sand on every beach in the world 

12. Pirates wore eye patches so they could see 
better in the dark

13. Eating chocolate gives you spots

14. It rains diamonds on Saturn and Jupiter

15. Going out with wet hair increases your 
chances of catching a cold

16. An octopus has three hearts

17. There are more fake flamingos in the world 
than real ones

18. Mammoths still walked the Earth when the 
Great Pyramid was being built

19. No bird can fly backwards

20.New Zealand has more sheep than 
people 

START FINISH
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